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Next meeting

TBA

The key outcomes for this meeting are best read with the fraud detection & monitoring
focus group presentation.

Agenda item: 1 – Introduction & Overview
An overview of the findings from the independent review and DSP feedback included 3
opportunities to investigate and improve information security documentation relating to
fraud.
These include:
1. Expanding security monitoring control
2. Preservation and retention of audit log data
3. Breach Notification Guidance
Agenda item: 2 – Expanding Security Monitoring

Discussion on expanding scope of security monitoring control to all DSP controlled cloud
environments, including exploring benefits risks and considerations.
Key points from industry discussion and feedback included:
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial impacts to be considered for smaller DSPs in expanding the control.
General sentiment on uplifting requirements to expand security monitoring is ‘It is
good for industry’.
Sharing security information or having a threat dictionary could assist DSPs in
applying specific controls.
ATO should establish the baseline controls, but DSPs are best placed to
determine the level of controls above baseline within their environment.
Another approach is to align security monitoring practices to business outcomes.

Agenda item: 3 – Preservation and retention of audit log data
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The group discussed improving guidance on:
•

protection and preservation of audit logs

•

retention periods that align to legislative requirements

•

accessing information to share in the case of a security incident

Key points from industry discussion and feedback included:
•
•
•

•
•

Current audit logging requirements do not align to those in the breach notification.
Requirements and fields captured should be differentiated between environments
e.g. SaaS vs desktop.
ATO should be more specific on expectations i.e. should logs only include those
related to tax/super interactions? What about third parties/partner apps or other
actions within software including payroll/accounting. A clearer definition of tax or
super data is required.
Audit log requirements would be clearer if they were mapped to specific industry
standard controls.
ATO should define baseline requirements and include guidance to help DSPs
make risk-based decisions for audit log preservation and retention.

Agenda item: 4 – Breach Notification Guidance

The group discussed opportunities to improve the breach notification process and
guidance to assist DSPs:
•

to respond to breaches.

•

to notify and report a security breach.

•

with incident response and fraud investigations.

•

with supporting information for clients

Key points from industry discussion and feedback included:
•

•

•
•

•
•
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There is no current mechanism for sharing information or outcomes between the
ATO, DSPs and third-party ecosystems when a security incident occurs.
Recognising specific details could breach privacy laws could any generic
information be shared or any other alternative.
The term “immediately” is not always practical and should align to an industry
standard e.g. APRA CPS 234 sets 72 hours. A risk based model could be
considered for reporting a breach based on pre determined factors.
Clarity and guidance is required on risk thresholds e.g. What type of event
constitutes a notification? (confirmed vs. suspected).
Relationship between DSPs and their non-standard contractual clients around data
breach notification may delay reporting and should be considered when providing
guidance.
DSPs want clarity around what the ATO will do with the information provided as a
result of a breach.
ATO to explore the alignment of the Security for Critical Infrastructure Act 2018.
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Agenda item: 5 – Wrap Up & Next Steps
Outcomes of working group to be published and circulated, members encouraged to
provide further feedback and comment.
ATO will establish a second meeting in December.
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